Revenue Cycle Management (RCM)
f o r a t h e n a O n eTM

Overcome the increased challenges of
medical reimbursement with RCM

Quatris Healthco and partner Equalizer RCM help medical practices eliminate the technology and RCM
administrative challenges that practices often encounter. Our highly trained RCM specialists have the required
expertise and access to the valuable resources that can positively affect your practice's reimbursement.

athenaOne + our RCM service Empowers Practices to:
Focus on patient care - Eliminate distractions

Gain IT flexibility - Invest in a solution that can

while increasing the time spent on healthcare.

accommodate future changes and move toward
a technology-enabled practice.

Increase revenue recovery - Get rightfully paid
for services provided.

Get control - Achieve the financial strength
necessary for an independent practice.

Streamline workflow - Increase workplace
efficiency.
Increase profitability - Eliminate mistakes that
erode revenue and drive up costs.
Make better decisions - Use facts and data as the
basis for action.

athenaOne + the combined services of
Quatris Healthco/Equalizer RCM can
provide your independent practice with
measurable financial results.

Reduce risk - Protect from fraud, staff turnover,
system downtime, technology obsolescence, and
other risks.

817-282-0300
817.282.0300

We continually assess underlying
problems so that reimbursement does
not suffer and providers are not leaving
money on the table.

QuatrisHealthco.com
www.QuatrisHealthco.com
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In addition to helping your practice realize improved clean claims
submission, reduced denials, reduced charge lag, and improved AR
days we can also provide and manage these additional responsibilities:

Resolve MGRHOLD: When athena needs additional information (i.e. clarification on an EOB), they place claims in this
work queue. QHCO* will obtain the needed information and respond in the MGRHOLD worklist so claims can be
processed and paid.

Resolve Hold: Claims in this work queue include profiling errors (i.e. demographic or LCD) that need to be resolved
before submitting to the insurance carriers. These claims are critical because they represent unrealized revenue.
The RCT* will correct these claims and submit them to the clearinghouse.

Appeal Review: The RCT will review appealed claims to make sure that the appeals are filed for all CPT codes
appropriately to achieve maximum reimbursement (including monitoring key services to ensure they are not
incorrectly denied).

Zero pay review: When claims are processed by the insurance carrier but not paid, QHCO will review the claims and
take action (i.e. further appeal or claim validation) necessary for the insurance carrier to pay the claim.

Underpayment/Overpayment review: Utilizing the insurance carrier fee schedule, the RCT will identify the claims
that have been under/over-paid and contact the insurance carrier to reprocess the claim.

Self-Pay Worklist: Many patient balances require additional information to process statements. QHCO will obtain
the information required for the patient to be billed.

Application of practice approved write-offs: Certain procedures are not payable by some carriers (i.e. bundled
payments). The RCT will identify these, and with your approval, adjust these procedures.

Approval of Financial write-offs: After all attempts to collect on a claim are exhausted (i.e. bad debt scenarios),
QHCO will adjust these claims with the correct adjustment code.

Charge Entry: The RCT will assist with entering charges and other data associated with the initial claim submission.
Patient/Payer refund: QHCO will provide a routine list of patients and insurance carriers that require a refund.
Resolve Missing Slips: The RCT will assist with managing the patients that have appointments but no claim. The
goal is to ensure every patient has a claim to maximize revenue.

*Revenue Cycle Team

**Quatris Healthco
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